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TOWARDS TRANSPARENT, LESS EXPENSIVE AND GREENER OLYMPIC GAMES!  
THE QUEBEC 2030 COMMITTEE MOBILIZES THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY  

Quebec City, ready to host the 2030 Winter Games! 
 
Quebec City, Thursday, April 22, 2021 - The Quebec 2030 Committee, made up of Quebec City business 
people, is proud to officially launch its mobilization campaign to host the Winter Olympics in Eastern Canada in 
2030. 
 
This campaign, which the Committee has been working on for several years, counts on the involvement of 
dozens of Quebec City business leaders, the public support of more than 40 financial and service partners, 
more than 440 people from the business community, more than 562 business leaders and 27 athletes from 
the province of Quebec. In recent months, this core group of supporters has demonstrated its motivation to 
see the Québec 2030 Committee continue its efforts to convince the various levels of government to submit 
Québec City's bid for the 2030 Winter Olympic Games. 
 
The Committee is basing its public release today on many important factors, including the principle of 
alternating games, which, following the summer games in Los Angeles in 2028, makes it possible to believe in 
the IOC's openness to hold the following winter games on the same continent. 
 

 
The Committee invites business leaders and people to mobilize and support the process by registering at 

www.quebecjeux2030.com 
 

TRANSPARENT GAMES THANKS TO THE AGENDA 2020 
Adopted in 2014 with the aim of modernizing its operations and improving its image, among other things, the 
International Olympic Committee's (IOC) Agenda 2020 set the table for believing in a future where we would 
see games that are greener, more egalitarian, less deficit-laden and, above all, more engaged in their 
communities. Based on the commitment of the games to respect the 40 recommendations made in this 
reform, the committee confirms that thanks to the precise and detailed work carried out by its experts in 
recent months, Quebec City could very well host transparent, less expensive and, above all, greener games in 
2030. The Committee is very optimistic about the option of holding games in a multi-city format, as will be the 
case with the Milan-Cortina games in 2026.  
 
A REDUCED BUDGET FOR CHEAPER AND GREENER GAMES 
After extensive analysis of past games and considering the new reality created by the reform, the Committee 
reveals today how it arrived at a realistic and minimalist budget that allows it to believe in a less expensive 
Winter Games within a decade. By encouraging private sector involvement, optimizing the partnership 
agreement with the IOC, using zero-based budgets, using existing and temporary venues, and sharing the 
deployment of some disciplines with other Canadian cities where there is existing infrastructure, the 
Committee is achieving significant cost reductions.  
 
RECOVERY AND IMPACTS 
In terms of timing, the Committee firmly believes in this positive and mobilizing project to fuel Quebec's 
economic recovery after the COVID-19. In addition to ensuring exceptional international visibility for Eastern 
Canada, the Games will obviously bring significant economic benefits in terms of Canadian and international 
tourism activities.  The hosting of the Games will generate, at a minimum, the creation of 3,000 to 4,000 direct 
full-time jobs, the improvement of transportation and sports infrastructures, and will be a motivating factor 



for the country's young athletes to reach the Olympic level within nine years! Not to mention an injection of 
more than 1 billion dollars into the Quebec City economy in 2030.  
  
QUEBEC CITY, WINTER CITY PAR EXCELLENCE, READY FOR 2030! 
There is no doubt that it is not only the snow that makes Quebec City, the National Capital, the ideal city to 
host the Winter Games. The experience acquired by the city during its two previous bids in 2002 and 2010 at 
the Canadian level, the presence of numerous sites and sports infrastructures already in existence or in the 
process of being built, allowing for a reduction in investments, and of course, the local capacity, demonstrated 
with brilliance in the past, to organize and host large-scale international sports and cultural events, also make 
Quebec City an enviable bid. The issue of the men's downhill skiing event has even been studied very seriously 
and solutions are already on the table. 
 
 
THE COMMITTEE 
 
The Quebec 2030 Committee is made up of 12 directors who oversee several sub-committees and includes 
François Houle (Civil and Mining EBC), Nathaly Riverin (Rouge Canari Inc.), Maxime Laviolette (Dessercom), 
Stéphanie Huot (Groupe Huot), François Bilodeau (Aéroport de Québec Inc. ), Manon Allard (Mallar RSVP Inc.), 
Jean-Philippe Bonneau (Ambicio), Vincent Bernier (Groupe Bemesa), scientist François Whittom, Antoine 
Rouleau (Blaxton and RSC Conseil), Richard Bureau (Richard Bureau CPA Inc.) and finally the instigator and 
general manager of the project Mark Charest. 
 
 
THE COLLABORATORS   
To support the Committee, many companies have been involved in the project for months as collaborators. 
These include Groupe Klein City, de EDDYFI NDT, de Eterna Groupe Financier, Groupe Camada, Dessercom, 
SBI, Gamache Assurances, Laval Construction inc., CIBC Wood Gundy, HKD, Via Capitale, Groupe Bemesa, EBC, 
Burt Brassard CPA Inc., Groupe BOD inc., Groupe JD, Constructions Beaubois, Café Brossard, Doyon Després, 
Impact Gestion Immobilière, TBC Constructions inc., McKinley Construction, Hilton, Graph Synergie, Habitation 
Canadienne, Groupe Pompage Industriel, DeRico Experts-Conseils, MRA Paysagistes, Quanta Architecture, 
J Design Graphique, Ambicio, XemmeX, Brouillard, IFX Productions, Mallar RSVP, Rouge Canari, Groupe Huot, 
RTCOMM, Les Agences, Imédia, Studio Teki et RSC Stratégies.  
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